
 

Y5 Home Learning Tasks – Week beginning Monday 29th June 2020 

 Reading 
Read the attached extract from “Thief” by Malorie 
Blackman, 
 
1. “You London folk are all the same.” What does this 
phrase tell us about where this story take place? 
2. “We’ve taken it for a day and no-one has ever even 
noticed.” Do you think this is true? Why/Why not? 
3. Describe the personalities of Lydia and Anne. Use 
evidence from the text to justify your descriptions. (e.g. 
I think Lydia is __________ because in the text she 
says, “_____________”) 
4. Do you think Lydia takes the Sports Cup in the end? 
Why/Why not? 

Quick Fire Grammar 
Don’t say “said” say …… 
 
Replace “said” with a better word: 
 
“Oh no, not more homework,” said the children. 
“Wow, a new bike” said George. 
“I’m going to turn you into a frog,” said the witch. 
“I’ve lost my mummy,” said the little girl. 
 
What is the most interesting way to finish the sentence? 
 Hurriedly …. 
 Sadly ….. 

Art and Design 
Sheffield artist Pete McKee has been running online 
cartoon drawing workshops. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8f8ag58jDs 
 
We would love to see your attempts at drawing 
cartoons in the style of Pete McKee. 
 
Could you draw a self-portrait? A picture of a family 
member? Or a very polite drawing of your teacher! 
 
Send us a photo of your work! 

Computing 
This week it’s time for the Royal 
Rubies! Add the four rubies to the ring 
– make sure you use the ruby procedure and the repeat 
function! 
 
 
 

Maths 
On the planet Vuv there are two sorts of creatures. The Zios have 3 legs and the Zepts have 7 legs. 
 

The great planetary explorer Nico, who first discovered the planet, saw a 
crowd of Zios and Zepts. He managed to see that there was more than one 
of each kind of creature before they saw him. Suddenly they all rolled over 
onto their backs and put their legs in the air. 
 
He counted 52 legs. How many Zios and how many Zepts were there? 
Do you think there are any different answers? 

PE 
Thank you to those people who completed a challenge every day last week. We hope the activities are helping you 
to reach your 60 minutes of physical activity per day. Please click on this link then select week 5 to keep up with 
Mr Malkin and the Links team! 
http://links-ssp.com/keep-active-keep-healthy/primary-mainstream-schools/  
Your task this week 
Have you been practising your times tables, and your squats? Remember your times tables are very important as 
knowing them will help you to answer maths questions in your sats next year. Have a go at this activity and help 
to keep fit and strong at the same time! 
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/sites/default/files/Active%20Learning%20Times%20Table%20Squats.pdf  
Please email a photograph or video of you completing this activity. 

 

We look forward to seeing what activities and learning you have been getting up to at home! Please email your 
responses or questions to y5@bankwood.sheffield.sch.uk Emails will be answered between 9.00am and 3.30pm, 
Monday to Friday. 


